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MY POLICY: I don't spend time or money on fancy packaging, often I wrap in newspaper. Instead my
energy goes into producing quality products. I won't produce a competition kit that I can't win with!
Please keep in mind that I am a hobbyist, not a business. Often I don't have kits in stock, I must
assemble them to order. Sometimes I am fast, I always try to be, but life can get in the way and slow
me down. Occasionally you may need to be patient. If you are in a special hurry and need me to work
overtime, tell me and toss in an extra 20% for the order, not for the shipping.

SEND ORDERS TO:                         PLEASE BE CLEAR WHEN ORDERING

Stan Buddenbohm
PO Box 1677
Boulevard Ca 91905

You can't order by email but you can ask questions   buddenbohms@gmail.com
I normally see email a few times a week because I must travel for a connection, so please don't lose
patience

SHIPPING USA: U.S. Shipping is by priority USPS mail  $10 for up to 2 CAT kits or $14 for more than
that.    Small parts or fuselages can ride with a kit for no extra shipping charge. For Cole Power kits
the Post office now adds a $4 surcharge. For larger TLGs they add a $16 surcharge. So you will need
to add that. However, it is possible to get rid of the surcharge if you want me to cut your wing blank in
half. Just make that clear when ordering

SHIPPING outside the USA:  The price increases have made this impractical 

PAYMENT: USA - Cash is best, postal money order is good, checks are okay.

EXTRA TIMER SPRINGS:  All  kits  and fuselages  use the same or  similar  timer  spring,  they  are
included. Extra springs and springs with dt line attached are available. See price sheets

CARBON TUBES FOR CATAPULT GLIDERS 
19.5” x .156 tapering slightly in wall thickness   Approximately 3.4g., very stiff 

CARBON TUBES FOR E-36:  NO LONGER SOLD

KITS CONTAIN: Tapered wing and tail balsa, wash-in wedge, nose weight, RR fuselage where noted,
and if needed: plywood, basswood, built in timer, and wire parts.

GENERIC CATAPULT INSTRUCTIONS: One copy free upon request, not for science olympiad.

PLANS:  Plans are free if  emailed,  if  you need hard copies then see the price sheets. Same for
Generic TLG instructions.

COMPLETED MODELS:  Generally add $100 to CAT kit price, $200 to TLG kit price. Shipping can
cost a lot, like more than $60. Email me

mailto:buddenbohms@gmail.com

